RHODES UNIVERSITY

DROSTDY HALL 2019.01

MINUTES OF A MEETING OF THE DROSTDY HALL COMMITTEE HELD ON
MONDAY 18 FEBRUARY 2019 AT 18:30 IN BARRATT LECTURE THEATRE 3, BARRATT

LECTURE COMPLEX
2019.01.01 ATTENDANCE/APOLOGIES
Present: Catherine Parkinson (Chair, Hall Warden & PA Warden), Nhlanhla Malisa (Hall Senior Student),
Tlamelo Mothudi (AG Warden), Sean Nkosi (Celeste Warden), Dr Albert Chakona (Graham Warden),
Lungelo Kubayi (AG Sub-Warden), Surprice Malatji (AG Sub-Warden), Christine Roeber (AG Sub-Warden),
Ashley Bristow (Celeste Sub-Warden), Sebe Nondima (Graham Sub-Warden), Dimakatso Pitja (PA SubWarden), Tapiwanashe Zinhumwe (PA Sub-Warden), Bennita Benza (AG Head Student), Tadiwanashe
Murahwi (Graham Head Student), Keiryn O’Connor (PA Head Student).
In attendance: Candice Webber (Drostdy Hall Administrator).
Apologies: Adv. Shuaib Rahim (Hall Fellow), Mr Evert Knoesen (Hall Fellow), Adam Butler (Graham SubWarden).

Catherine welcomed everyone to the meeting, and reported that we will try to keep the meetings short as was
requested at leadership training; however, we must not lose sight of the fact that we only have four meetings a
year.
2019.01.02

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES
The Minutes of the Hall Committee Meeting held on 08 October 2018 were confirmed by
Albert and Dee.

2019.01.03

MATTERS ARISING
There were no matters arising not covered elsewhere on the Agenda.

2019.01.04

OTHER MATTERS FOR THE AGENDA
1. Maintenance (2019.01.16)

2019.01.05

REPORTS ON RESIDENCES BY HEAD STUDENTS
Allan Gray
Bennita submitted her report in advance, which was circulated with the agenda. See
Appendix 1. There were no further comments.
Prince Alfred
Keiryn submitted her report in advance, which was circulated with the agenda. See
Appendix 2. There were no further comments.
Graham
Tadiwanashe submitted his report prior to the meeting, as a late agenda item. See Appendix
3. There were no further comments.
Celeste
As Celeste House has not selected a Head Student yet, Sean submitted the report, prior to the
meeting, as a late agenda item. See Appendix 4. There were no further comments.

2019.01.06

HALL SENIOR STUDENT REPORT BACK
Nhlanhla submitted his report prior to the meeting, as a late agenda item. See Appendix 5.
There were no further comments.

2019.01.07

SRC
Nhlanhla reported that there is a Graham House student who is interested in the Drostdy
SRC Hall Rep position. It was noted that this student must go to the SRC, even if
nominations have already closed, as this position may still be vacant.
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The Hall Senior Student and Head Students were tasked with finding volunteers for paper
ballot SRC by-election and SRC Hall Rep election voting in the dining hall during lunch and
supper on the 5 March and 6 March, if the SRC do not change these dates.
2019.01.08

HALL COMM PORTFOLIO POSITIONS
Community Engagement – Internal
Bennita submitted her report in advance, which was circulated with the agenda. See
Appendix 6. There were no further comments.
Community Engagement – External
Christine submitted her report prior to the meeting, as a late agenda item, and an update after
their training on Saturday. See Appendix 7.1 and 7.2.
Christine has resigned as the Hall Community Engagement External Rep. As no other
member of the committee was interested in taking over this portfolio, Christine was asked to
approach Antonique, the Prince Alfred Community Engagement Rep, and someone else, to
see if they are willing to run the partnership with Noncedo. A decision will be made at the
next meeting.
Environmental
No report received. Sebe was reminded in future to submit his report in advance so it can go
out with the agenda.
Sports
Surprice submitted her report in advance, which was circulated with the agenda. See
Appendix 8.
Nhlanhla was asked to submit a proposal for his idea on spending the RU Jamming prize
money on a trail run. A decision on how to use this money will be made at the next meeting.
Academics
Dee submitted her report in advance, which was circulated with the agenda. See Appendix
9. There were no further comments.
International
Tapiwanashe confirmed that there is nothing to report at this stage.
Communications
No report received, as Tadiwanashe confirmed that there is nothing to report at this stage.
Candice asked if the Hall Facebook group could be discontinued as less than half of the
Drostdy students are members of this group, and first years from last year and this year do
not seem interested. Tadiwanashe asked that we please wait until three weeks’ time to see if
the situation changes, as Tadiwanashe plans to have a drive to encourage students to join the
group. Candice reminded everyone that e-mail is the official way that Rhodes, and Drostdy,
communicates with its students and that students must check their e-mails regularly.
Activism/Transformation/Awareness Raising
Keiryn submitted her report in advance, which was circulated with the agenda. See
Appendix 10.
Keiryn also reported the following:
• The RU Transformation Reps had a training session this past Saturday.
• There will be one large consent talk with the SRC, Nkolie-Fassie and House Comms. If
everyone is happy with this talk then Nkolie-Fassie will continue with these talks in all
the Halls, and if not then there will be another facilitator.
• Keiryn will be meeting with the Res Transformation Reps soon, to arrange smaller
group talks in the residences for first years, and returners.
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The Equity & Institutional Culture Office confirmed that we are allowed to make our
transformation events compulsory.

2019.01.09

FEEDBACK
Drostdy Leadership Training
• For the Addo packed lunch would rather have sandwiches than pies.
• Some members did not enjoy the hike.
• Have more outdoor team building activities, possibly in place of the hike.
• Addo was good.
• The committee agreed that Shuaib’s and Evert’s sessions were valuable.
RU Leadership Training
• With them making training shorter this year they left out vital things, for example the
first aid training for sub-wardens.
• No guidance was given to prepare Head Students for their positions.
• One Sub-Warden liked the training, especially the sessions on dealing with
uncomfortable scenarios, and sub-wardens’ mental health and wellbeing.
O Week
• The many student changes in res was a challenge. Cath reported that this would
unfortunately not change, it was just how things worked.
• Allan Gray and Prince Alfred House agree that morning jams should not be done. The
Graham House first years were very keen this year and they did not have any problems
with morning jams, but it was exhausting.
• O Week combined is very intensive for first years and they were exhausted before
lectures started.
• Received positive feedback about the movie night. The first years enjoyed this relaxing
event during a hectic week.

2019.01.10

HALL FELLOWS
The committee were asked to submit nominations before the next meeting.

2019.01.11

ER24
Cath checked with the committee that they all have the ER24 number on their phone, and are
all aware of the services provided, etc. Ashley suggested that the ER24 number be sent to
Res WhatsApp groups.

2019.01.12

WATER CRISIS
The big water tanks have not been filed yet, but RU is steadily gearing up for when day zero
comes. Water basins will be rolled out soon. These water basins were tested up the hill and
they do work. When you shower you place the basin in the shower on top of the shower mat
and this makes it secure. The basin also has a 10L mark. It was noted that Allan Gray
House do not have shower mats.

2019.01.13

HALL BUDGET 2019 – FIRST DRAFT
Candice submitted the first draft of the budget , which was circulated with the agenda. See
Appendix 11. There were no further comments.
Cath asked the committee to think of ideas on how to spend the capital equipment grant
amount that we still have leftover from 2015. It was noted that we no longer receive this
grant each year.

2019.01.14

KAY MOSIANE AWARD
The committee agreed that we must continue with this award this year. If we want to
continue with this award in the future we need to think of fundraising ideas. As this award is
to be presented at the Welcome Dinner next week Tuesday the award committee needs to
meet this week. As Tlamelo and Albert are not available, Cath will meet with the Hall
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Senior Student and Head Students on Wednesday, time to be confirmed. Wardens to send
their nominations with their Head Student.
2019.01.15

SUB-WARDENS AS FIRE MARSHALS
As we need to have fire marshals in each res, and this can’t be the Warden as they are the
Res Health & Safety Officer, Sub-Wardens will need to be fire marshals. Training will be
arranged. Sub-Wardens to stay after the meeting to sign the Fire Marshal Form.
Wardens were asked to please update their fire /emergency posters in res.

2019.01.16

MAINTENANCE
Maintenance requisitions are not being done, even after follow-ups. Cath reported that all
the various Heads and Managers are aware of the problem. Candice is looking into using a
spreadsheet system to report maintenance issues, that students will have access to and will
be able to see if their problems have been reported, etc., and Cath will take this to the Hall
Wardens Meeting.

The meeting ended at 19h19

ALLAN GRAY HOUSE REPORT
•
•
•

•
•

We have a house meeting on Sunday 17 February.
On Saturday the 23rd of February we have a residence braai.
The academic rep is holding a session which is compulsory for all first years at 7pm on Fridays
to complete a course which was introduced by Chrissie Boughie as part of a learning program
and feedback exercise on how first years are coping with their academics .
To open another grazzle and election for a house treasurer as the portfolio is vacant and needs
someone to take over.
Had a fundraising activity of selling brownies to give some money to Community Engagement
or Upcoming Give 5.

Prince Alfred Head Student Report: Term 1
O-Week
 Overall, I would deem O-week a success in terms of making the first years feel
welcome in PA.
 House Comm developed good relationships with the first years.
 The schedule was communicated via timetables put up in notice boards. This
worked to an extent however I still had many people asking me about details
given on the timetables proving that they were not really paid much attention
to.
 There were many things that I did not realise fell into my portfolio and so were
either neglected or left until the last minute. Please can the head students in
future please be given reminders or more in depth training in the following
years as not knowing creates a feeling of inadequacy which can reflect into the
leadership style and create an insecure leader who can be easily overpowered.
 Our campus tour did not really help the first years find their way around
campus, and I am still planning on taking them on another one to help them, if
they feel like they need it.
Jamming
 We participated in fun 'jams' with other houses, organised by Pam
(Entertainment and Food Rep). This went well and they really enjoyed the
practices and jamming with the other houses. We did some jams after the main
RU Jamming competition as it was just for the fun of it. We had many houses
re-schedule/cancel as well as ourselves having to do the same. Morning jams
did not go down well, as either the first years did not want to do it, or the other
house cancelled. In future, I think it would be best to avoid doing morning
jams altogether.
 RU Jamming was a huge success. We placed second overall. I feel this was
largely because they had fun with it, and those involved in teaching also
enjoyed it. Everyone worked hard to pull the routine together in a short space
of time and I think the work ethic would be great to carry through to the future.
However, in future, the entertainment reps should finalise the routine
beforehand in order to have a more structured rehersal instead of 'figuring out
as they go' as this wasted a lot of time and made us look disorganised.
Movie Night
 This was a good opportunity to have us all come together and go through the
same emotions watching a movie. It provided something to talk about
afterwards and a jumping board into relating to each other.
 I received positive feedback from first years as they felt it gave them an
opportunity to just relax together after a packed schedule.
 Prince Alfred was split into helping with set up and popcorn. I oversaw the
popcorn. This should have been started earlier, as it took a long time, however
this was out of our hands as we had to co-ordinate with Tlamelo in order to use
her kitchen. 3 people were enough to manage that process.

Karaoke Night
 Prince Alfred hosted a karaoke night on Friday, 8 February, to end off o-week.
 This was a success as everyone enjoyed themselves and was able to let loose a
little.
 The snacks were a bit over done as some had to be thrown away, as it was just
for first years and house comm.
 Returners were not included as we wanted to give the first years a final space
of their own in order to make them feel more secure in the house before the
returners got involved.
Drama Production
 Attending the production was beneficial and provided a launching point for
discussion.
 We held a debrief session following the play, but they were quiet and some
seemed reluctant to speak.
 Some students were triggered emotionally, but those that spoke about it, we
were able to get them help and support.
Amazing Race
 We did not provide adequate notice for this event and the response was poor.
Transformation
 We are transforming a board in the common room into a environmental and
transformation awareness board. The first poster for the board will be on water
saving and the importance of it.
 The theme for Prince Alfred this year is that of 'precious gems' inspired by the
quote “Wathint' Abafazi, Wathint' Imbokodo”. This is an effort to promote
female empowerment within the res. This is also done through putting quotes
from influential women in society on each door.
 We plan to have small group discussions in an effort to create safe spaces to
ask questions and engage with confusing topics, especially for the first years.
Environmental
 With the water crisis, we have been trying to push water saving throughout res.
 Posters provided on water saving have been put up in major areas such as
bathrooms, the kitchen, on notice boards and near the doors.
 We have been collecting water from a leaking shower and placing it in the
toilets to be used as grey water for flushing.
 As previously mentioned, we are creating a board in the common room to
educate the students on the crisis and sharing tips to help deal with it.
Entertainment and Food
 There is a scheduled house braai for Saturday, 23 February.
 We have not been able to plan any further events as of yet.
Sports

 Some students participated in the sports event on Wednesday, 13 February.
 This seemed to only be first years and house comm members. This was due to
lack of communication with the rest of the house in terms of advertising the
event.
 This was also set in motion relatively late.
 Although, it seemed that those that participated did enjoy it.
Due to a busy schedule on everyone's part, we have been unable to meet and
sufficiently discuss any plans, but this is going to be done in the next week.
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Celeste house Report February 2019

Celeste house is having our welcome event on the 22nd of February 18:30 as almost all of
the students will have arrived at the residence to do the following:
a. Welcome all students
b. Introduce warden& sub-warden/s*
c. Outline house rules
d. Elect members to serve in the Celeste house com.
e. Outline university water protocols.

2. Waters bottles and tanks have been delivered to the residence
3. Preparations for the finger lunch on the 15th of March are underway

Hall Senior Student
As we are still in the early stages of this term as Hall Senior there is not much, I can report
upon besides the events we had during orientation week with the first years. Our first hall
event was the informal meet up of the first years and all the respective House Comms of
Graham House, Allen Grey and Prince Alfred which was in the dining hall after dinner on the
third of February, it went very well as the first years were able to get to know each other
and familiarize themselves with their fellow Drostdy students and House Comms.
We then also had a movie night in the Allen Grey common room on the fourth of February,
due to the budget, the teams for set up and clean up everything was a success. This was
mainly because we have a great understanding and cohesion with this years House Comm
and I have them to thank for the event becoming a success. I’m sure other members
touched on our success as Drostdy in the RU Jamming so I’ll just skip that.
My next focus as Hall Senior is welcome dinner which is going to happen on the last Tuesday
of the month. I have already out together a menu with the staff at the dining hall and I have
all readying gathered plans for décor although I am still taking suggestions. My other focus
for the dinner is having the first years perform on stage at the dinner including other
individual acts.
My overall view is that this year could be a year of prosperity and we can improve a lot from
last year, not that last year was a bad year but because there is always room for
improvement. By prosperity I mean in terms of academic excellence, sports and
transformation just to mention a few. I feel this way because we have a lot of bold and
charismatic leaders who are not afraid to reach greater objects and yes these leaders are
not just within our respective House Comms but also within our first years.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT –INTERNAL-BENNITA.
•

We have a community engagement training on the 16th of February so there is
nothing much that has been said as I await the meeting in relation to the other
CEreps of Prince Alfred, Allan Gray and Graham House...

Community engagement- External- Christine
Nothing to report at the moment.
The CE office is slightly behind with the running the programme. However we will be having our
meeting on Saturday the 16th.
Please expect a report on that by Saturday Evening

16 February 2019

External Report- Christine Roeber
Community engagement training and introduction to partners
-

Meet and greet with our part Noncedo Pre-Primary School. Focuses on 4-5 years olds
They gave us 3 goals to complete possibly by before end of year;
1. School readiness- this will depend on their schedule for the week. We will be focusing on
reading, writing, learning about colours, shapes and animals
2. Fundraising ways: teach the practitioners how to fundraise, how to write a
letter/approach businesses who they need funding from.
3. Painting and decorations- Since the classroom has been painted already, they asked that
we paint a net in the playground where the kids usually play during the day.
-We need to decide on the date and time on when we can avail ourselves.
-Fundraising: still need to decide on what kind of fundraising ideas we will do to raise
money for painting material

Good day Candice.
I hope this mail finds you well.
So at the moment not much sporting events have commenced. But regardless, a few did happen and
Drostdy Hall participated in them all, two as a Hall and one as individual reses.
The first was RUjammimg where we participated as a Hall and came in second place and won R2000.
I am not sure if it does count as a sport activity or not. But regarding the price, some of the comm
memebers thought it would be best if it was split amongst the three reses (it can be discussed
properly in the hall comm meeting as an agenda).
Then we had THE AMAZING RACE. Where we also decided to participate as a Hall looking at the fact
that PA did not have a lot of participants for the game. We divided ourselves into 3 teams. The
strategy that we used was that in every team there is at least a guy or a returner to ensure that we
have the upper hand in order to win. Regardless of our strategy, two of our teams took on position 5
and 6. We don’t know what happened to the last team.
And lastly, it was GAMES DAY which was held last night, (13th Feb). Here every res participated
individually. Allan Gray- they played Tug of war and lost, played egg race and came in third place,
played netball and won against their opposing teammates, played soccer and touch rugby and had a
draw in them both.
Graham house- they played touch rugby, egg race and soccer and won them all. But lost in tug of
war.
PA- I never really got a report from their sports rep.
I tried to do a follow up with PA but the Sports rep has been offline so I never got feedback, so I
don’t know of their outcomes in the Games day event.
That’s all for now. I’m new to this so if there are any errors on the report please inform me. Thank
you.
Kind regards
Malatji Surprice

Academic Portfolio Term 1: 2019
Report By: Dimakatso Giovinah Pitja- Drostdy Hall Academic Rep
•

The Academic Reps for each of the houses have begun planning out how to
implement the RULearning course in the different houses.

•

The aim is for the reps to have a closer working relationship this year through constant
communication on WhatsApp as well as meetings once a month for catch up sessions
as well as planning academic events.

•

The goal is to set up the dining hall poster with the names of returners willing to assist
fellow students by the end of the term.

•

The Academic Reps want to design posters on how to study as well as how to take notes
for the houses, particularly targeting first years. The goal is to have this done by around
the 15th of March.

•

I would also like to encourage reading for leisure in reses as well as encourage book
swaps in reses (provided people agree to respect other people’s belongings). Library
visits will also be encouraged in the reses.

•

The reps will also be encouraged to assist each other with fundraising events for
academics.

•

Academic teas in the reses will take place. The reps will have freedom to implement
these how they see fit but it will still be a collaborative effort and I will be present
overseeing everything.

•

The reps an myself will encourage the use of ADPs for all first years.








Drostdy Hall Transformation and Awareness Rep Report
There are plans in the works to host a consent talk with the hall. The details are
still being sorted out. At the moment, the plan is to have a large talk with
everyone in a large venue and then if necessary host smaller talks in the
individual halls. This will be hosted by the SRC with assistance from NkolieFassie as far as I'm aware.
I would also like to host a hall transformation discussion, especially for the
first years, with speakers who can talk from experience and answer any
questions as well as educate well on certain topics. It is important that this be a
safe space for those who are unsure of anything and so I am hoping to include
a member of the counselling centre or someone else to help facilitate and
ensure aggression is kept to a minimum from both sides, as well as to provide
support if necessary for any students that may need it.
Small discussion groups are also planned for the individual houses, to be set up
by the house reps.
I am still going to set up a meeting with all the reps in order to discuss our way
forward and agree on what we want to focus on in terms of awareness raising
and how that will be implemented.

Hall Comm contribution on the above would be greatly appreciated, especially with
the talks.

DROSTDY HALL : BUDGET 2019 - FIRST DRAFT
INCOME:
PETTY CASH FLOAT (carried forward from 2018)
GL Retained Income (carried forward from 2018)

2 000.00
4 667.29
(R198.46 per student. 2018 = R166.75 per
student)
Increase due to 2018 DSTV
savings. We have received our first half of
44 059.27
this payment. The second half we will receive
at beginning of third term - this amount is
subject to change.

Hall Grant 2019

Conference Income (bed money) 2019

580.00

approx amount - depends on number of
conferences in Drostdy during vacs this year

51 306.56
EXPENDITURE:
2014 Hall Capital Equipment Grant (R 7462.35 was
deposited into our bank account in 2015)
Awards/Gifts (birthday chocs, awards, prizes, farewell &
thankyou gifts, etc)

4 182.35

Amount left over. Can only be spent on capital
equipment.

1 613.00 average from past 3 years +10%

June Exam Treats (3 x nights)

3 580.00 amount spent last year + 10%

November Exam Treats (4 x nights)

4 477.00 amount spent last year + 10%

Entertainment / Refreshments (e.g. refreshments for
meetings, recruitment & selection meetings, any Hall
events/activities not covered elsewhere on budget, etc)
Welcome Dinner {drinks (non-alcohol), deco, flowers,
sound, lights, photographer, prizes, mints for tables, etc. differs each year}
Leavers Dinner {drinks (alcohol & non-alcohol), deco,
flowers, sound, lights, photographer, prizes, mints for
tables, etc. - differs each year}
Accommodation booking/day booking (Thomas
Baines/Hobbiton at Fairewood/Assegaai ?) for leadership
training 2020
Hall Comm Photo 2019 (print, frame & layout)
Hall Community Engagement (e.g. activities, talks,
workshops, debates, movie nights etc.)
Hall Environmental (e.g. activities, talks, workshops,
debates, veg garden, recycling, worm farm, movie nights,
etc.)
Hall Transformation/Awareness Raising (e.g. activities,
talks, workshops, debates, movie nights etc.)
Hall Academics (e.g. talks, workshops, debates, dining hall
study venue, etc.)
Hall Sports (e.g. internal Hall sports activities, prizes,
awards, etc.)
Hall Talent Show (this event should cover it's own costs
from entry fees)
Hall Cultural Exchange Event
Allan Gray House

(R35.71 per student)

Celeste House

(R62.50 per student)

Graham House

(R46.29 per student)

Prince Alfred House

(R48.07 per student)

1 000.00 average from past 3 years +10%

4 343.00
amount spent last year + 10%
6 500.00

4 000.00

? If we booking accommodation. (amount
spent last year for Assegaai + 20%).

632.00 amount spent last year + 10%
700.00
700.00
700.00
700.00
700.00
700.00
700.00
2019 Res Grant ? (same amount it has been
for years)
2019 Res Grant ? (same amount it has been
2 000.00
for years)
2019 Res Grant ? (same amount it has been
2 500.00
for years)
2019 Res Grant ? (same amount it has been
2 500.00
for years)

3 000.00

45 227.35
Need to carry over at least R6000 to 2020 to get us through leadership training and O Week next year, as
we only receive our Hall Grant and Leadership Training refund after O Week.

